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Abstract

In this work, the carbon nanotube-based hybrid carbon fibre-reinforced composite smart beam constraining the layer of

an active constrained layer damping treatment is investigated using an in-house finite element model based on first-order

shear deformation theory. The effect of in-plane and transverse-plane actuation of the integrated active constrained

layer damping treatment layer on the damping characteristics of the novel smart cantilever hybrid carbon fibre-

reinforced composite beam is considered. The parameters affecting the damping characteristics of the hybrid carbon

fibre-reinforced composite substrate beam such as the volume fraction of both carbon nanotubes and carbon fibre, and

the aspect ratio are also studied. Besides, the micromechanical model based on the mechanics of materials approach is

developed to estimate the effective elastic coefficient of novel hybrid carbon fibre-reinforced composite lamina. The

effective properties of hybrid carbon fibre-reinforced composite are predicted quantitatively by considering non-bonded

interaction formed between carbon nanotubes and the polymer matrix. It is revealed that due to the incorporation of

carbon nanotubes into the epoxy matrix, the effective longitudinal, transverse and shear properties of the hybrid carbon

fibre-reinforced composite lamina are significantly enhanced. Our outcomes explore that the damping performance of

the laminated hybrid carbon fibre-reinforced composite smart beam considering the incorporation of carbon nanotubes

shows substantial improvement as compared to the base composite. To bring more clarity, the quantitative relative

performance of hybrid carbon fibre-reinforced composite and base composite is presented. Our fundamental analysis

sheds the light on the opportunities of developing efficient, high-performance and lightweight carbon nanotubes-based

micro-electro-mechanical systems smart structures such as sensors, actuators and distributors.
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Introduction

In the last two decades, polymer composites captivated

a great interest of the researcher’s community due to

their excellent thermo-mechanical properties.1–5 To

meet the increasing demands of high mechanical

strength and energy-efficient material, several research-

ers developed carbon nanotubes (CNTs)-reinforced

polymer composites. Due to the extraordinary

thermo-mechanical properties, these CNT-based com-

posite structures such as beams, plates and shells have

a wide range of applications in vibration attenuation,6–

8 noise control9,10 and structural health monitoring

(SHM) systems.11,12 The study of such laminated

hybrid composite structures integrated with convention-

al piezoelectric, laminated piezoelectric and piezoelectric

composite actuators and sensors have drawn the atten-
tion of researchers from fundamental and application
point of view. The emphasis has been given on evolving
the MEMS, which may be utilized for developing smart
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energy harvesters. The advancement in this research
area can lead to the development of lightweight,
high strength, high stiffness and efficient smart engineer-
ing structures with self-controlling and monitoring
capabilities.13–17

Piezoelectricity was first discovered by French sci-
entists, Jacques and Pierre Curie in 1880. Soon after,
Gabriel Lippmann determined a mathematical rela-
tion for the converse piezoelectric effect from the fun-
damental principles of thermodynamics in 1881,
which was not estimated by Curie brothers. The pie-
zoelectric phenomenon is well known for generating
an electrical response when subjected to uniform
mechanical deformation, known as the direct piezo-
electric effect. Whereas a mechanical deformation
occurs when subjected to electrical field, known as
the converse piezoelectric effect. Such electromechan-
ical coupling presents in non-centrosymmetric
crystals. The inversion centre is not present in such
non-centrosymmetric crystalline materials, which
in-results generate polarization when it is subjected
to mechanical deformation. Hence, piezoelectric
materials can be used as a suitable candidate in the
applications of MEMS such as sensors and actuators
in the form of beams, plates and shells. For instance,
Nazargah and Reddy extensively studied the dynamic
behaviour of a functionally graded piezoelectric
bimorph and sandwich composite beam structures
using the commonly available piezoelectric materials
such as lead zirconate titanate (PZT)-5H and
polyvinylidene fluoride.14,18–21 Kundalwal et al.13,22

examined the linear active damping of a smart fuzzy
fibre-reinforced composites (FFRC) attached with
active constrained layer damping (ACLD) treatment
layer constraining 1–3 piezoelectric composite (PZC)
material. They showed the enhancement in the active
damping property of the smart structures, which
caused a reduction in respective vibrations. Most
recently, a graphene-based PZC was also being stud-
ied by Shingare et al.23–26 They predicted electro-
mechanical properties of the graphene-based nano-
composites with micromechanical model based on
the mechanics of materials (MOM),27 modified
strength of materials and finite element (FE)
approach. Their results showed enhanced out-of-
plane piezoelectric constant (e33) as compared to in-
plane piezoelectric constant (e31); the similar trend
was also observed by Ray and Batra team.28–31 The
effect of non-uniform imperfect contact between fibre
and matrix phase was investigated by several
researchers. It should be noted that the interface con-
ditions has significant impact on the elastic properties
of composites at higher fibre volume fraction.32–34

The CNTs can be utilized as nanofillers in the con-
ventional matrices due to their high electro-thermo-
mechanical properties to improve the properties of
the composites. The helical microtubules of graphitic
carbon, CNTs have drawn significant attention
among researchers since 1991 to predict its

thermo-electro-mechanical properties.35 Based on
the experimental analysis, in the year 1996, Treacy
et al.36 found the extraordinarily high Young’s mod-
ulus of CNTs ranging in tera-pascal (TPa), which
leads the investigators to carry out theoretical
models to evaluate the mechanical properties of
CNTs.37–39 Numerically, Sears and Batra predicted
the axial Young’s modulus of the single-walled
carbon nanotubes (SWCNT), and they also revealed
that the axial Young’s modulus and the thickness of
SWCNT do not depend on chirality.40 Most recently,
Kundalwal and Choyal41 studied the vacancy defect
in CNT and evaluated transversely isotropic elastic
properties of the defected CNT through molecular
dynamics simulation. They also observed that such
vacancies have more influence on in-plane shear
moduli but have very little effects on the axial
Young’s modulus of defective CNT. Owing to such
extraordinary properties of CNT, it is extensively
used as a nanofiller, in a surge to develop the light-
weight and the high-performance composites.

In recent advances, CNTs-based composite struc-
tures were frequently used in numerous MEMS appli-
cations. It was observed that the performance of the
composite materials enhances significantly by adding
a small number of CNTs. For an instance, Chen and
Liu explored that the stiffness of the composite mate-
rials was improved by 33% in an axial direction by
incorporating 3.6% of CNT volume fraction in the
matrix material.42 Using the ball milling technique,
Esawi et al. showed the enhancement of tensile
strength by 50% and stiffness by 23% due to the
addition of 5 wt.% of CNT in the aluminum
matrix.43 Through an experimental investigation
such as open hole tension, shear beam test and flat-
wise tension tests, Tarfaoui et al. found a significant
control in crack propagation by adding CNT up to
2% volume fraction in the polymer matrix, which
improved the overall thermo-elastic properties of the
composites.44 Similar results were observed by Park
et al.,45 and they observed the highest Young’s mod-
ulus and mechanical properties at 2% volume frac-
tion of CNT in the epoxy matrix. From the above
literature, researchers observed that CNTs tends to
agglomerate when reinforced with matrix phase and
hence weaken the junction, which in result limits use
of CNTs as a nanofiller in the composite materials up
to a certain wt.%. Further research was carried out to
increase the wt.% of CNT in the matrix phase by
developing the new techniques.46–48 By using the
novel shear pressing method, several researchers
reported that the high-volume fraction CNT-based
hybrid composites are possible when the conventional
micro-fibres were used. Bradford et al.49 confirmed
27% volume fraction of the long aligned CNTs (in
order of mm) in the composite materials with suitable
microfibres. Huang et al. reported 20% multiwalled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) along with 20% gra-
phene nanoplatelet in an epoxy matrix hybrid
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composite through a well-designed fabrication
method.50 Ultra-high wt. percent of MWCNT (68
wt.%) was reported by Mecklenburg et al.51 in the
epoxy-based composite using the novel hot-press
infiltration manufacturing process through a semi-
permeable membrane with long aligned MWCNTs
(in order of mm) grown using chemical vapour depo-
sition process. Most recently, Rathi and Kundalwal
developed an epoxy-based hybrid composites with
MWCNTs as a fibre and ZrO2 as an interface using
novel ultrasonic dual mixing process with CNTs dis-
persion of �6% by wt..52 Therefore, the present
research aims to further study the importance of the
presence of nanofillers into the pure matrix to form
CNTs-based hybrid composites.

At this juncture, the CNT-based hybrid composites
are extensively studied in the application of vibration-
al damping, as CNTs possess excellent damping coef-
ficient because of their high strength to weight ratio
and stiffness properties.53 Ray and Batra reported the
CNT-based 1–3 piezoelectric composites (NRPEC)
compelled with the layer of ACLD through the FE
approach, and they observed the better damping
results using NRPEC when compared with conven-
tionally available PZC.28 Using an analytical
approach, Lin and Lu studied the damping behaviour
of CNT-based composites,54 and they also showed
that a small volume fraction of 1% CNT can result
in 20% loss in the damping factor. Kundalwal and
Meguid derived the FE model for the active damping
to investigate the influence of waviness of CNTs on
the FFRC shell. They observed that the damping
characteristics of FFRC composite shells were signif-
icantly influenced by CNT waviness.22

The review of the above literature on the CNTs-
based composite specifies that the CNT is one of the
most fascinating nanofiller material immensely stud-
ied in the past few decades. Surprisingly, the applica-
tion of effective properties of transversely isotropic
CNTs for modelling of CNTs-based structures in con-
junction with conventional piezoelectric material are
not explored yet, and this has motivated the current
work. The objective of this research work is to further
extend the understanding of the presence of nanofil-
lers in the composite to form the various MEMS
smart structures such as smart beams. It was found
that the beams and cantilevers are two significant
types of MEMS structures. Cantilever composite
beam structures possess more potential due to their
high sensitivity as well as linear elastic behaviour.
Therefore, the rationale of the present study is to
investigate the damping characteristics of a composite
due to the utilization of CNTs as nanofillers.
We intend to explore the performance of hybrid
carbon fibre-reinforced composite (HFRC) in the
active damping of smart composite beam constrain-
ing ACLD treatment using an in-house developed
FE approach.55 The present article is organized
as follows: The upcoming section presents

micromechanical model based on a two-phase and
three-phase MOM approach to estimate the effective
elastic properties of base composite and HFRC
lamina, respectively. In a further section, we present
a FE model for the smart HFRC cantilever beam, to
investigate its overall damping performance. A
closed-loop model is also presented to calculate the
required control voltage for the active damping. In
the final section, the results and discussions are pre-
sented with quantitative analysis.

Effective elastic properties of HFRC

In this section, the effective elastic properties of the
HFRC composite were estimated by using the two-
and three-phase micromechanical model based on the
MOM approach. A novel HFRC was composed of
carbon fibre and epoxy matrix by considering the
rectangular representative volume elements (RVEs)
incorporated with cylindrical fibres. In this microme-
chanical analysis, we restricted ourself to a single
RVE. Figure 1(a) represents the schematic of
HFRC lamina reinforced with carbon fibre in one-
axis and epoxy matrix mixed with CNT to improve
damping and material properties of the matrix. The
axial and transverse cross-sections of base composite
and HFRC RVE is illustrated in Figure 1(b) and (c),
respectively.

The principal material coordinate (x-y-z) or prob-
lem coordinate (1-2-3) system was followed for deriv-
ing the MOM model as both coordinate systems
exactly matched with each other. The stresses and
strains developed in the HFRC were illustrated
based on this coordinate system, where one-axis is
known as the fibre axis, while the other two axes
(i.e., two- and three-axis) are known as the matrix
axis. According to Hooke’s law, the constitutive rela-
tion for the individual phases of HFRC can be
expressed as follows

rrf g ¼ Cr½ � erf g; r ¼ CF and Exy (1)

rrf g ¼

r1
r2
r3
r23
r13
r12

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;
; erf g ¼

e1
e2
e3
e23
e13
e12

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

Cr½ � ¼

C11 C12 C13 0 0 0
C12 C22 C23 0 0 0
C13 C23 C33 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C55 0
0 0 0 0 0 C66

2
6666664

3
7777775

(2)

where the stress–strain vector and stiffness matrix are
represented by rf g, ef g and C½ � for rth phase,
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respectively. The superscript CF and Exy denote
carbon fibre and epoxy matrix, respectively, while
no superscript is used for composite lamina. In equa-
tion (2), r1, r2 and r3 represent the normal stresses;
e1, e2 and e3 represent the normal strains in the respec-
tive 1, 2 and 3 directions; r12, r13 and r23 represent
shear stresses; e12, e13 and e23 represent shear strains
and Cij indicates the elastic stiffness coefficients.
Using iso-field (iso-stress and iso-strain) and rules-
of-mixture (ROM) conditions,56–58 the following
assumptions are considered:

• The analysis is linearly elastic.
• Composite is homogeneous throughout.

• Fibres and nanofillers are aligned in one-axis, i.e.

axial direction.
• Fibres and nanofillers are parallel and continuous.
• Fibre, nanofiller and matrix are equally long.
• No slippage between fibre, nanofiller and matrix.

Two-phase MOM approach

The two-phase MOM model is developed by modify-

ing the MOM model derived by Kundalwal and

Ray59 to determine the transversely isotropic effective

elastic properties of a base composite constituting two

phases such as carbon fibre and epoxy matrix. To

satisfy no slippage condition between fibre and

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of HFRC lamina; axial and transverse cross-sections of HFRC RVE considering: (b) two-phase and
(c) three-phase.
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matrix, the assumption of iso-field and ROM can be
expressed as

In the case of iso-field condition

eCF11
rCF22
rCF33
rCF23
rCF13
rCF12

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

¼

eExy11

rExy22

rExy33

rExy23

rExy13

rExy12

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;

¼

e11
r22
r33
r23
r13
r12

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

(3)

and in case of ROM condition

vCF

rCF11
eCF22
eCF33
eCF23
eCF13
eCF12

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

þ vExy

rExy11

eExy22

eExy33

eExy23

eExy13

eExy12

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;

¼

r11
e22
e33
e23
e13
e12

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

(4)

where vCF and vExy denote the volume fraction of
carbon fibre and epoxy matrix and vExy ¼ 1� vCF.
By using equations (1), (3) and (4), the stress and
strain vector in the base composite can be written
with respect to their constituent phases. The relations
obtained in the development of two-phase model are
explicitly written in Supplementary file section S1.

Finally, the effective elastic properties of the two-
phase MOM model can be expressed as

C½ � ¼ C1½ � V3½ ��1 þ C2½ � V4½ ��1
(5)

V3½ � ¼ V1½ � þ V2½ � C4½ ��1
C3½ � and

V4½ � ¼ V2½ � þ V1½ � C3½ ��1
C4½ �

(6)

Three-phase MOM approach

To enhance the optimal performance of a composite,
there should be an interaction between fibre and
matrix. This could be done by surface treating the
fibre or matrix or both before using them. The
surface treatment of fibre is the most commonly
used technique called sizing. Such treatment on the
matrix to improve its adhesive property due to the
addition of nanofillers is promising and received a
lot of attention from the researchers.52,60 In this
study, we are treating the epoxy matrix before
impregnating carbon fibre into it, as shown in
Figure 1(c). For the three-phase composite material
which is also known as a hybrid composite material,
the constitutive relation for the individual phases of
HFRC can be expressed as

rrf g ¼ Cr½ � erf g; r ¼ CF; CNT and Exy (7)

where the superscripts CF, CNT and Exy denote

carbon fibre, CNT nanofiller and epoxy matrix,

respectively. To satisfy no slippage condition between

all individual phases, the assumption of iso-field and

ROM can be expressed as
In the case of iso-field condition

eCF11
rCF22
rCF33
rCF23
rCF13
rCF12

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

¼

eCNT
11

rCNT
22

rCNT
33

rCNT
23

rCNT
13

rCNT
12

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

¼

eExy11

rExy22

rExy33

rExy23

rExy13

rExy12

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;

¼

e11
r22
r33
r23
r13
r12

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

(8)

and in case of ROM condition

vCF

rCF11
eCF22
eCF33
eCF23
eCF13
eCF12

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

þ vCNT

rCNT
11

eCNT
22

eCNT
33

eCNT
23

eCNT
13

eCNT
12

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

þ vExy

rExy11

eExy22

eExy33

eExy23

eExy13

eExy12

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;

¼

r11
e22
e33
e23
e13
e12

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

(9)

where vCNT denotes the volume fraction of the CNT.
Finally, the effective elastic properties of HFRC

can be expressed as

C½ � ¼ C1½ � V5½ ��1 þ C7½ � V6½ ��1
(10)

The relations obtained in the development of

three-phase model are explicitly written in

Supplementary file section S2.

FE modelling of a smart beam

The FE model is derived to investigate the perfor-

mance of the novel laminated HFRC smart beam

attached with ACLD treatment constraining layer

of 1–3 PZC material at upper surface of the beam,

comprising N numbers of HFRC lamina as shown in

Figure 2. All the layers of the HFRC beam are

assumed transversely isotropic, uniformly homoge-

neous and linearly elastic, and the ACLD layer is

composed of viscoelastic material.
The volume of the HFRC substrate beam is deter-

mined using a simple relation: L � b� h, where L, b

and h denote the respective length, width and height of

the beam, respectively. While La denotes the length of

Gupta et al. 5



ACLD treatment constraining layer of piezo material;
hv and hp denote the respective thickness of ACLD and
the 1–3 PZC layer, respectively. The reference plane of
the laminatedHFRC smart beamwas considered as the
mid-plane of the substrate beam. The global coordinate
system was defined in such a way that its origin is situ-
ated on the reference plane. The smart beam is subjected
to cantilevered boundary conditions (x ¼ 0, and L).
Here, the first-order shear deformation theory
(FSDT) is used for modelling the axial displacement
in each layer of an overall beam which can be consid-
ered as a thin beam. According to the FSDTs, Figure 3
illustrates the kinematics of deformation of the laminat-
ed HFRC smart beam in the axial direction. Here, the
generalized translational displacement at any point on
the reference plane z ¼ 0ð Þ is denoted by u0. hx; /x

and cx represent the generalized rotations of the nor-
mals to themid planes of theHFRCsubstrate beam, the
ACLD and the 1–3 PZC, respectively, in the xz plane.
The coordinate (z) in the thickness direction of the
upper and lower surface of any ðk� thÞ layer of the
overall composite beam is given by hkþ1 and
hk ðk ¼ 1; 2; 3; k1Nþ 2Þ, respectively, as shown in
Figure 3. According to the FSDT, the axial displace-
ment u at any point of the beam in the x-direction can be
written as

u x; z; tð Þ ¼ u0 x; tð Þ þ z� z� h=2h ið Þhx x; tð Þ
þ z� h=2h i � z� hNþ2h ið Þ/x x; tð Þ
þ z� hNþ2h icx x; tð Þ

(11)

where the function within brackets h i denotes suit-

able singularity function which is also termed as

zigzag function. In a general layer-wise formulation

of a beam theory, for the modelling of axial deforma-

tion, the zigzag beam theory is used as shown in equa-

tion (11). The axial displacement field could be

modelled as a piecewise continuous function that is

a collection of linear functions defined for each layer.

This theory consists of three such piecewise continu-

ous expressions that accounts for the displacements in

the HFRC substrate beam, ACLD layer and the 1–3

PZC layer. The proposed zigzag function vanishes at

the top and bottom surfaces of the beam and does not

require full shear-stress continuity across the thick-

ness of laminated beam. Also, this theory appears

as a natural extension to the FSDT for laminated-

composite beams. We considered the transverse

normal strain in the model, as to control the trans-

verse amplitudes of deflection the transverse actua-

tion is used. Due to the consideration of thin beam

analysis, the variation of the transverse displacement

ðwÞ in the thickness direction at any point of the

HFRC base beam, ACLD and constraining layer

are considered to be affine across the thickness direc-

tion. Hence, in the case of the overall beam, the trans-

verse displacement can be expressed as

w x; z; tð Þ ¼ w0 x; tð Þ þ z� z� h=2h ið Þhz x; tð Þ
þ z� h=2h i � z� hNþ2h ið Þ/z x; tð Þ
þ z� hNþ2h icz x; tð Þ

(12)

where w0 denotes the transverse displacement; hz; /z

and cz denote the generalized displacements signifying

the gradients corresponding to z-direction of HFRC

base beam, ACLD and the constraining layer,

respectively.
To simplify the mathematical formulation, the gen-

eralized displacement variables divided into two vec-

tors are written as

dtf g ¼ u0 w0

� �T
and

drf g ¼ hx hz /x /z cx cz
� �T

(13)

The normal strains ð�kx and �kz Þ represent the state

of strain at any layer of the laminated HFRC smart

Figure 3. Kinematics of axial deformation of HFRC smart
beam.

Figure 2. Laminated HFRC smart beam attached with visco-
elastic and 1–3 PZC layer.
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beam with respect to the x– and z–axis, respectively,

and �kxz is the transverse shear strain.
Using equations (11) and (12), the state of strain can

be obtained by considering plane strain condition and

the relations of linear strain displacement

�kb

n o
¼ �btf g þ Z1½ � �brf g

�kxz ¼ �st þ Z4½ � �srf g; k ¼ 1;2; 3; . . . ;N

�kb

n o
¼ �btf g þ Z2½ � �brf g (14)

�kxz ¼ �st þ Z5½ � �srf g; k ¼ Nþ 1

�kb

n o
¼ �btf g þ Z3½ � �brf g

�kxz ¼ �st þ Z6½ � �srf g; k ¼ Nþ 2

In which �kb
� �

is the strain vector, �btf g, �brf g, �st,
�srf g are the generalized strains and [Z1], [Z2], [Z3],

[Z4], [Z5] and [Z6] are the transformation matrices

that are written as

�kb

n o
¼ �kx

� �
�kz

� �� �T
; �btf g ¼ du0

dx 0
h iT

�brf g ¼ dhx
dx

d/x

dx
dcx
dx hz /z cz

h iT

�st ¼ dw0

dx
;

�srf g ¼ hz /z cz
dhx
dx

d/x

dx
dcx
dx

h iT
(15)

Z1½ � ¼ z 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0

� �

Z2½ � ¼ h=2 ðz� h=2Þ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

� �

Z3½ � ¼ h=2 hv z� hNþ2ð Þ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

� �

Z4½ � ¼ 1 0 0 z 0 0
� �

Z5½ � ¼ 0 1 0 h=2 ðz� h=2Þ 0
� �

Z6½ � ¼ 0 0 1 h=2 hv z� hNþ2ð Þ� �
For the transversely isotropic layers of the base

beam, the constitutive relations are obtained as

rkb

n o
¼ Ck

b

h i
�kb

n o

and

rkxz ¼ �C
k

55�
k
xz; ðk ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; NÞ (16)

where

rkb

n o
¼ rkx rkz

� �T
; Ck

b

h i
¼ �C

k

11
�C
k

13

�C
k

13
�C
k

33

" #

and the transformed elastic stiffness constants corre-
sponding to the reference coordinate system are
�C
k

ij ði; j ¼ 1; 3 and 5Þ. It is assumed that the viscoelas-
tic layer is isotropic and linearly viscoelastic. Equation
(16) represented constitutive relation of the viscoelastic
layer ðk ¼ Nþ 1Þ obtained by using the approach of
dynamic modulus, with �C

Nþ1

ij ði; j ¼ 1; 3 and 5Þ being
the complex elastic constants.61,62 For the piezo layer, the
constitutive relations can be obtained as:

rkb

n o
¼ Ck

b

h i
�kb

n o
� ef gEz;

Dz ¼ ef gT �kb

n o
þ e33Ek (17)

and

rkxz ¼ �C
k

55�
k
xz; k ¼ Nþ 2

where feg indicates the 1–3 PZC constant matrix and
Ez indicates the applied electric field and these terms
can be given by:

ef g ¼ e31 e33
� �T

and Ez ¼ �V=hp (18)

where V denotes a voltage difference applied over the
thickness of 1–3 PZC layer.

Tp and Tk indicate the total potential and the
kinetic energy of the overall beam and obtained as63

Tp ¼ 1

2

XNþ2

k¼1

Z
X

�kf gT rkf g þ �kxzr
k
xz

� 	
dX

� 1

2

Z
X

DzEzdX�
Z
A

�pwdA (19)

and

Tk ¼ 1

2

XNþ2

k¼1

Z
X

qk _dt

� �T _dt

� �
dX (20)

in whichmass density of any kth layer is denoted by qk;
�p denotes the surface traction applied externally over a
surface area A and X indicates the volume. While eval-
uating the kinetic energy, the rotary inertia was
ignored as the beam is considered to be a thin beam.
The discretization of the overall beam is carried out by
using three noded isoparametric bar element.
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Making use of equation (13), the generalized dis-

placement vectors with respect to ith ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ
node of the element are expressed as:

dtif g ¼ u0i w0i

� �T
and

drif g ¼ hxi hzi /xi /zi cxi czi
� �T

(21)

Therefore, the generalized displacement vectors at

any point within the element are expressed as:

dtf g ¼ Nt½ � det
� �

and drf g ¼ Nr½ � der
� �

(22)

where

det
� � ¼ det1

� �T
det2

� �T
det3

� �T
h iT

;

der
� � ¼ der1

� �T
der2

� �T
der3

� �T
h iT

;

Nt½ � ¼ Nt1 Nt2 Nt3

� �T
;

Nr½ � ¼ Nr1 Nr2 Nr3

� �T
;

Nti ¼ niIt and Nri ¼ niIr

with It and Ir are respective 2 � 2 and 6 � 6 unit
matrices, and ni is the shape function of natural coor-

dinates with respect to i-th node. Employing equa-

tions (13), (15), (21) and (22), the generalized strain
vectors at any point within the element that can be

written as

�btf g ¼ Btb½ � det
� �

; �brf g ¼ Brb½ � der
� �

�st ¼ Bts½ � det
� �

; and �sr½ � ¼ Brs½ � der
� �

(23)

where Btb½ �, Brb½ �, Bts½ � and Brs½ � denote the nodal
strain–displacement matrices that can be written as

Btb½ � ¼ Btb1 Btb2 Btb3

� �
;

Brb½ � ¼ Brb1 Brb2 Brb3

� �
;

Bts½ � ¼ Bts1 Bts2 Bts3

� �
and

Brs½ � ¼ Brs1 Brs2 Brs3

� �
(24)

The submatrices appeared in equation (24) can be

obtained as

Btbi ¼
dni
dx

0

0 0

2
4

3
5; Btsi ¼ 0

dni
dx

� �
;

Brbi ¼

dni
dx

0 0 0 0 0

0 0
dni
dx

0 0 0

0 0 0 0
dni
dx

0

0 ni 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 ni 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 ni

2
6666666666666664

3
7777777777777775

and

Brsi ¼

ni 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 ni 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ni 0

0
dni
dx

0 0 0 0

0 0 0
dni
dx

0 0

0 0 0 0 0
dni
dx

2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775

(25)

Finally, by making use of equations (22) and (23)

into equations (19) and (20), the total potential energy

ðTe
pÞ and the kinetic energy ðTe

kÞ of a typical length of

element ðLeÞ improved via ACLD treatment and can

be written as follows

Te
p ¼

1

2
b
h
fdetgTfKe

ttgfdetgþfdetgTfKe
trgfderg

þfdergTfKe
trgfdetgþfdergTKe

rrd
e
r

�2fdetgTfFe
tpgV�2 fdergT fFe

rpg

�V�2 fdetgTfFegV� e33V
2=hp

i
(26a)

and

Te
k ¼ 1

2
b

Z Le

0

�m _d
e

t

n oT

N½ �T N½ � _d
e

t

n o
dx (26b)

In equations (26a) and (26b), the elemental stiff-

ness matrices Ke
tt

� �
, Ke

tr

� �
, Ke

rr

� �
, elemental electro-

static coupling vector Fe
tp

� �
, Fe

rp

� �
, elemental load

vector Fef g and the mass parameter �mð Þ can be

obtained as follows

Ke
tt

� � ¼ Z Le

0

Btb½ �T Dtb½ � Btb½ � þ Bts½ �T Dts½ � Bts½ �
� 	

dx;

Ke
tr

� � ¼ Z Le

0

Btb½ �T Dtrb½ � Brb½ � þ Bts½ �T Dtrs½ � Brs½ �
� 	

dx;

Ke
rr

� � ¼ Z Le

0

Brb½ �T Drrb½ � Brb½ � þ Brs½ �T Drrs½ � Brs½ �
� 	

dx;
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Fe
tp

� � ¼
Z Le

0

Bt½ �T Dtpf gdx;

Fe
rp

� � ¼
Z Le

0

Br½ �T Drpf gdx;

Fef g ¼
Z Le

0

�p Nt½ �T 0 1
� �T

dx and

�m ¼
XNþ2

k¼1

qk hkþ1 � hkð Þ (27a)

The various rigidity matrices are denoted by Dtb½ �,
Dtrb½ �, Drrb½ �, Dts½ �, Dtrs½ �, Drrs½ � and the rigidity vec-
tors for electroelastic coupling Dtpf g; Drpf gð Þ
appeared in equation (27a) are expressed as follows

Dtb½ � ¼
XNþ2

k¼1

Z hkþ1

hk

�C
k

b

h i
dz

Dtrb½ � ¼
XN
k¼1

Z hkþ1

hk

Ck
b

h i
Z1½ �dz

þ
Z hNþ2

hNþ1

�C
Nþ1

b

h i
Z2½ �dz

þ
Z hNþ3

hNþ2

�C
Nþ2

b

h i
Z3½ �dz

Drrb½ � ¼
XN
k¼1

Z hkþ1

hk

Z1½ �T Ck
b

h i
Z1½ �dz

þ
Z hkþ2

hNþ1

Z2½ �T �C
Nþ1

b

h i
Z2½ �dz

þ
Z hkþ3

hNþ2

Z3½ �T �C
Nþ2

b

h i
Z2½ �dz

Dtpf g ¼
Z hkþ3

hNþ2

� ef g=hpdz and

Drpf g ¼
Z hkþ3

hNþ2

� Z3½ �T ef g=hpdz (27b)

Applying the principle of virtual work,63 the open
loop equation of motion for the coupled beam can be
expressed as:

Me½ � €d
e

t

n o
þ Ke

tt

� �
det

� �þ Ke
tr

� �
der

� �
¼ Fe

tp

� �
Vþ Fef g (28)

Ke
rt

� �
det

� �þ Ke
rr

� �
der

� � ¼ Fe
rp

� �
V (29)

It should be noted that as the viscoelastic layer has
a complex elastic stiffness matrix, the element
improved with the ACLD treatment also has a

complex stiffness matrix. Thus, for the element

improved without the treatment of ACLD, the elec-

troelastic coupling matrices are null vectors and ele-

mental stiffness matrices are real. Since the stiffness

matrices are combined in two separate parts, namely,

bending and transverse shear deformation. Hence, to

avoid the condition of shear locking for a thin beam,

one can use the reduced order integration rule ð2� 2Þ.
By combining the elemental equations, the open loop

global equation of motion can be expressed as

M½ � €Xf g þ Ktt½ � Xf g þ Ktr½ � Xrf g ¼ Ftpf gVþ Ff g
(30)

and

Krt½ � Xf g þ Krr½ � Xrf g ¼ Frpf gV (31)

where the global mass matrix is denoted by M½ �; the
global stiffness matrices are represented by Ktt½ �, Ktr½ �
and Krr½ �; the global electroelastic coupling vectors

are denoted by Ftpf g and Frpf g; the global nodal

generalized displacement vectors are denoted by

Xf g and Xrf g and the global nodal force vector is

presented by Ff g. After the application of boundary

conditions, the global equation of motion in terms of

global nodal translational degrees of freedom (DOF)

fXg is obtained by reducing the global generalized

DOF Xrf g and can be written as follows

M½ � €Xf g þ K½ � Xf g ¼ Ftpf g � Ktr½ � Krr½ ��1
Frpf g

� 	
V

þ Ff g
(32)

where the global stiffness matrix K½ � can be formulat-

ed as

K½ � ¼ Ktt½ � � Ktr½ � Krr½ ��1
Krt½ �

When voltage difference is not supplied to the 1–3

PZC, then equation (32) can be used to show the

uncontrolled (passive) constrained layer damping of

the HFRC base beam.

Closed-loop model

A closed-loop model is presented to calculate the

required control voltage for active damping propor-

tional to the velocity at the free end of the beam. In

the case of active control, the control voltage (V) is

applied to the translational velocity at a point

La; 0ð Þ in terms of the derivatives of the global

nodal translational degrees of freedom can be writ-

ten as

V ¼ �kd _w La; 0ð Þ ¼ �kd U½ � _Xf g (33)
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where the required control gain is represented by kd
and row vector U½ � is denoting the sensor location.

Making use of equation (33) into equation (32), the

closed-loop characteristics of smart HFRC beam

system can be obtained using equation of motion

M½ � €Xf g þ Cd½ � _Xf g þ K½ � Xf g ¼ Ff g (34)

where Cd½ � denotes the matrix of active damping and

can expressed as

Cd½ � ¼ kd Ftpf g � Ktr½ � Krr½ ��1 Frpf g
� 	

U½ � (35)

Results and discussion

In this section, the numerical outcomes are presented

for the effective elastic properties of HFRC deter-

mined using the two- and three-phase analytical

MOM model as presented in Effective elastic proper-

ties of HFRC section. For the active control of a

laminated smart beam, we obtained the results using

the FE model derived in FE modelling of a smart

beam section.

Effective elastic properties of HFRC

To determine the effective elastic properties of the

HFRC, epoxy and carbon fibre are used as the

matrix and fibre material, respectively. We mixed an

adequate amount of CNT with epoxy to improve the

mechanical and damping property of the composite

and its structures. The mechanical properties of the

epoxy, carbon fibre and CNT nanofiller are enlisted

in Table 1.
For the development of lightweight and high-

performance composite, the maximum vCNT in the

epoxy matrix can vary practically up to 27% when

used with different conventional fibres via one of the

novel fabrication methods such as shear press-

ing.49,50,64 The vCF in the composite can vary from

0.2 to 0.8. Unless otherwise mentioned, CNT (5, 5)

is used to evaluate the mechanical properties of the

HFRC using the MOM model, and the estimated

results are shown in Figures 4 to 9. In the current

study, we estimated the results for 0 and 10% of

vCNT in the composite. It should be noted that to

predict the mechanical properties of the base compos-

ite, the two-phase MOM model is used for which

vCNT ¼ 0 and for the HFRC, three-phase MOM

model is used when CNT ðvCNT ¼ 10%Þ is added to

the composite.

Table 1. Properties of the nanofiller, fibre and matrix

Material Ref. C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C13 (GPa) C23 (GPa) C33 (GPa) C44 (GPa) q kg=m3

 �

CNT (5,5) 31 668 404 184 184 2153 791 1400

CNT (10,10) 28 288 254 87.8 87.8 1088 442 1400

CNT (10,0) 59 709.9 172.4 240 240 1513.1 1120 1400

CNT (14,0) 59 557.5 137.5 187.7 187.7 1082.8 779.2 1400

Carbon fibre 59 236.4 10.6 10.6 10.7 24.8 7 1700

Epoxy 28 5.3 3.1 3.1 3.1 5.3 0.64 1250

CNT: carbon nanotube.

Figure 5. Comparison of C33 with respect to vCF for HFRC
and base composite.

Figure 4. Variation of C11 with respect to vCF for HFRC and
base composite.
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Figure 4 shows the comparison of the effective lon-
gitudinal elastic constant (C11) with respect to vCF of
HFRC and base composite. We obtained almost a
linear curve as C11 varies with vCF, this is mainly
because the iso-strain condition was considered with
the axis of symmetry for the prediction of effective
longitudinal elastic constant (C11), a similar trend
was obtained by Kundalwal and Ray.59 As the
value of vCNT increases from 0% to 10%, a significant
improvement in the elastic constant C11 of the HFRC
can be observed due to the incorporation of CNT
nanofiller in the pure matrix as shown in Figure 4.

The comparison of the effective transverse elastic
constant (C33) with vCF of the HFRC and base com-
posite are illustrated in Figure 5. For the variation of
CNT from 0% to 10%, at the lower value of vCF less
improvement in C33 is observed. Whereas compara-
tively high enhancement may be seen in C33; as the
value of vCF increases. Similar results were observed
for C22, however, for the sake of brevity the results
are not present here. Since, the material is considered
as transversely isotropic along the longitudinal direc-
tion; therefore, due to the constructional feature of
both HFRC and base composite, the two results
ðC33 and C22Þ are similar. From Figures 4 and 5, it
may be observed that for the given vCF, the values of
C11 are much higher as compared to the values of C33

in magnitude. This is because these transverse elastic
constants C33 are matrix dependent. Since the CNTs
and carbon fibres are aligned in the longitudinal axis,
the longitudinal stiffness of the HFRC lamina is
improved. Similarly, the effective elastic constant
(C12) and (C13) are computed using similar predic-
tions as shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 8 illustrates the comparison of the effective
elastic constant (C23) with respect to vCF. For the
lower value of vCF; there is a slight increment in
the results obtained for the HFRC as compared to
the base composite. Whereas for the higher value of
vCF, a significant enhancement may be observed. The

trend of result for C23 and C13 are found to be almost
similar, although for predicting the C23 the normal
strain (e33) and normal stress (r22) are under the
extension–extension coupling, as the loading condi-
tion was considered along the longitudinal direction.
Figure 9 depicts the comparison of the effective shear
elastic constant (C44) with vCF of the HFRC and base
composite. It may be noted that the C44 follows the
same trend as C33 and C23, mainly, due to the depen-
dency of C44 on the values of effective elastic con-
stants C33 and C23. It may be noted that the earlier
researcher65 reported similar outcomes for predicting
effective elastic constant (C44). In their study, they
found that the longitudinal shear modulus C44 of
the laminated composite computed with the analyti-
cal model can be changed considerably compared to
experimental values.

From Figures 4 to 9, it may be concluded that the
effective axial, transverse and shear elastic properties
of the HFRC are improved by incorporation of

Figure 6. Comparison of C12 with respect to vCF for HFRC
and base composite.

Figure 7. Comparison of C13 with respect to vCF for HFRC
and base composite.

Figure 8. Comparison of C23 with respect to vCF for HFRC
and base composite.
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CNTs into the epoxy matrix, due to the high elastic
properties of CNTs and the non-bonded interaction
formed between CNTs and the epoxy phase.
Therefore, for investigating the performance of a
smart beam, these properties are utilized which were
estimated by using the MOM model.

Active damping of HFRC smart cantilever beam

To study the performance of the laminated HFRC as
a damping material for a smart structure, numerical
outcomes are estimated employing the FE model
developed in earlier FE modelling of a smart beam
section. The presented FE model is developed using
in-house code based on FSDT. The advantage of this
theory is that it uses shear lag correction factor to
overcome the problem of constant shear-stress.
Note that one cannot model irregular shape of struc-
ture using such in-house FE formulation and another
type of FE approach or commercial FE software
needs to be employed to model irregular structure.

For the active damping, the frequency responses of

the smart cantilever composite beam are calculated.

For this, equation (27a) is formulated with the time-

harmonic point load of 2 N subjected at the tip of the

free end to investigate amplitude and frequency

response analysis. Further analysis has been carried

out by considering the carbon fibre volume fraction

as 40% in base composite and HFRC. For 1–3 PZC,

the fibre volume fraction is taken as 60%. The mate-

rial properties of the PZC, base composite and HFRC

are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3.
The length of the transversely isotropic HFRC

substrate beam is taken as 0.5 m, whereas the thick-

ness of each layer of the HFRC substrate, piezoelec-

tric layer and viscous layer are considered as 0.005 m,

0.001 m and 0.0002 m, respectively. In FE modelling,

we adopted shear correction factor of 5/6 in FSDT

which is commonly used in for thin plates.
The length and thickness of each layer of trans-

versely isotropic HFRC substrate beam are taken as

0.5 m and 0.005 m, respectively. The viscous layer and

piezoelectric layer are having a thickness of 0.0002 m

and 0.001 m, respectively, and the length of ACLD

patch is covering 3/5th of the beam. The properties of

the viscoelastic constraining layer such as density,

Poisson’s ratio and complex shear modulus are con-

sidered as 1140 kg=m3, 0.3 and 20 1þ ið Þ MN m�2,

respectively.55,63,66

To verify the validation of the FE model derived in

FE modelling of a smart beam section for active

damping of laminated HFRC substrate beam inte-

grated with ACLD treatment constraining layer of

1–3 PZC, we compare the frequency response with

existing models for the identical beam adopting the

similar boundary conditions. These results are tabu-

lated in Table 4 for symmetric cross-ply ð0�=90�=0�Þ
and anti-symmetric angle-ply ð�45�=45�=� 45�=45�Þ
substrate. Table 4 shows a good agreement between

the present FE model and the existing literature. The

Table 2. Properties of the piezoelectric material.55

Material C11 (GPa) C13 (GPa) C33 (GPa) C44 (GPa) e31 (C m�2) e33 (C m�2) q (kg=m3Þ
1–3 PZC 9.293 6.182 35.444 1.536 �0.19 18.41 5090

PZT-5H 151 96 124 23 �5.1 27 7750

PZT: lead zirconate titanate.

Table 3. Effective elastic properties of HFRC lamina.

Eff. elastic constant

Two-phase vCNT ¼ 0%ð Þ Three-phase vCNT ¼ 5%ð Þ Three-phase vCNT ¼ 10%ð Þ

vCF ¼ 40% vCF ¼ 60% vCF ¼ 40% vCF ¼ 60% vCF ¼ 40% vCF ¼ 60%

C11 (GPa) 96.6451 142.5567 125.5864 171.5618 154.537 200.5939

C12 (GPa) 4.1219 5.0647 4.2920 5.3836 4.4906 5.7748

C13 (GPa) 4.1219 5.0647 4.2719 5.3559 4.4469 5.7124

C23 (GPa) 4.3856 5.521 4.7174 6.0547 5.1033 6.7013

C33 (GPa) 7.7068 9.9779 8.3094 11.0133 9.0142 12.2889

C44 (GPa) 1.0054 1.407 1.091 1.5806 1.1926 1.8031

Figure 9. Comparison of C44 with respect to vCF for HFRC
and base composite.
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convergence study of laminated HFRC beam inte-

grated with the ACLD treatment is presented in

Table 5. Considering the convergence study, the fre-

quency response analysis of laminated beam is done

by meshing the beam into 20 elements.
Figure 10 illustrates the uncontrolled variation of

amplitude wðL; 0Þ with the frequency response of

0�=90�=0� HFRC smart beam for different percentage

of CNT ð5; 5Þ ðvCNT ¼ 0 and 10%Þ. The figure

illustrates that the laminated HFRC attenuates the

amplitude of deflection of cantilever beam at free

end significantly for the small value of vCNT and

thus, a slight enhancement in the damping character-

istic of the system is observed for the passive damping

(uncontrolled or gain¼ 0). For designing a smart

structure, the fundamental frequency (i.e., the first

mode of natural frequency) is an important parameter

to be considered. The amplitude of fundamental fre-

quency decreases from 3:49� 10�4 m to 3:46�
10�4 m (see Table 6) due to the incorporation of

CNTs ðvCNT ¼ 10%Þ. It may be observed from pas-

sive damping that slight attenuation in the amplitudes

of deflection is achieved with laminated HFRC beam.

It will be very interesting to see the active perfor-

mance of laminated HFRC beam and hence, the fur-

ther analysis of the laminated HFRC beam for active

damping ðgain 6¼ 0Þ and control voltage are shown

in Figures 11 and 12.
The frequency v/s amplitude of deflection wðL; 0Þ

of 0�=90�=0� HFRC and base composite substrate

beam is shown in Figure 11. This figure depicts

both uncontrolled (passive damping or gain¼ 0) and

controlled (active damping or gain 6¼ 0) gain. It may

be seen that for the given gain, the HFRC substract

attenuates the amplitude of deflection significantly as

compared to the base composite. Table 6 summarizes

the values of the maximum amplitude corresponding

to the fundamental natural frequency for the first

mode. From Table 6 and Figure 11, it may be

observed that the reduction in amplitude of the

HFRC substrate beam is �10% and �12% corre-

sponding to the value of gain

kdð Þ ¼ 2000 and 3000. Due to the incorporation of

CNTs, both stiffness and density of the HFRC sub-

strate enhanced. In particular, the higher stiffness of

the HFRC substrate beam reduces the amplitudes of

deflection. Hence, higher damping is achieved in case

Table 5. Convergence study of HFRC beam integrated with
ACLD treatment.

Beams Elements

Frequency (Hz)

1st

mode

2nd

mode

3rd

mode

0�=90�=0 5 32 169 454

10 33 171 471

15 33 172 475

20 33 172 475

25 33 172 475

0�=90�=0�=90� 5 23 120 324

10 24 122 337

15 24 123 339

20 24 123 340

25 24 123 340

�45�=45�=� 45�=45� 5 18 97 263

10 19 99 273

15 19 99 275

20 19 99 275

25 19 99 275

Table 4. Frequency response ACLD integrated beam.

Beams Source 1st mode 2nd mode 3rd mode

0�=90�=0� Present FEM 34 204 561

Ray and Pradhan55 33 207 568

Ray and Malik67 35 210 572

�45�=45�=� 45�=45� Present FEM 20.3 114.8 312.6

Ray and Pradhan55 18.3 113.5 314.6

Ray and Malik67 19.2 115.6 316.7

Al substrate beam Present FEM 84 266 518

Experimental68 92 258.5 502

FEM: finite element model.

Figure 10. Variation of uncontrolled amplitude of deflection
with respect to frequency response of 0�=90�=0� HFRC sub-
strate beam.
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of HFRC substrate beam as compared to the base
composite beam. This reveals that the addition of
CNTs enhances the damping characteristic of the
HFRC substrate beam for controlled or active
damping.

Figure 12 illustrates the voltage required to control

the different modes of the amplitude of the deflection

of the cantilever HFRC substrate beam at the free

end. It may be seen from Figure 12 that for the

HFRC substrate beam, the maximum control voltage

for the value of gain ðkdÞ ¼ 2000 is 71.33 V, which is

�15% less as compared to the voltage required for

base composite. The difference in control voltage

required for the HFRC and base composite substrate

beam is considerably high. In practice, such a less

value of control voltage can be easily arranged.
Figure 13 illustrates the damping performance of

smart structure for the value of gain¼ 2000, with and

without considering the piezoelectric constant e31 and

e33. From Figure 13, it may be seen that when the

value of the piezoelectric constant e31 6¼ 0 and

e33 ¼ 0, much higher amplitudes of deflections are

observed when compared to the case of e31 ¼ 0 and

e33 6¼ 0. From this, it may be concluded that the con-

straining layer of ACLD is mainly responsible for the

attenuation of vertical shear deformation. This also

means that the out-of-plane actuation has a much

Table 6. Amplitudes and fundamental natural frequencies of HFRC substrate smart beam corresponding to ply type.

Ply Gain

vCNT ¼ 0 vCNT ¼ 10

Amplitude (m) Frequency (1st mode) (Hz) Amplitude (m) Frequency (1st mode) (Hz)

ð0�=90�=0�Þ Uncontrolled 3:49� 10�4 26 3:46� 10�4 33

2000 2:11� 10�4 26 1:92� 10�4 33

3000 1:77� 10�4 26 1:57� 10�4 33

ð0�=90�=0�=90�Þ Uncontrolled 3:55� 10�4 19 3:51� 10�4 24

2000 2:28� 10�4 19 2:09� 10�4 24

3000 1:95� 10�4 19 1:76� 10�4 24

ð�45�=45�=� 45�=45�Þ Uncontrolled 3:52� 10�4 16 3:48� 10�4 19

2000 2:59� 10�4 16 2:40� 10�4 19

3000 2:30� 10�4 16 2:11� 10�4 19

Figure 11. Variation of amplitude of deflection with frequency
response of 0�=90�=0� HFRC substrate beam. Figure 13. Effect of piezoelectric constant ðe33Þ on the

amplitude of deflection 0�=90�=0� HFRC substrate beam with
value of kd ¼ 2000.

Figure 12. Variation of control voltage of 0�=90�=0� HFRC
substrate beam with frequency.
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higher contribution in vibration attenuation than in-

plane actuation of the laminated smart beam. In both

cases of e33 ¼ 0 and e33 6¼ 0, the smart beam with the

HFRC substrate due to incorporation of CNTs

(vCNT ¼ 10%) shows better damping behavior.
Figure 14 illustrates the performance of 1–3 PZC

over PZT-5H on the uncontrolled amplitude wðL; 0Þ
versus frequency response of 0�=90�=0� HFRC sub-

strate beam. The figure shows that the 1–3 PZC

attenuates the vibration of beam better than PZT-

5H and the enhancement in the damping character-

istics is �17%. It is to be noted that the density of 1–3

PZC is very less compared to PZT-5H, as 1–3 PZC is

a tailor-made piezoelectric composite material. Thus,

1–3 PZC is a suitable candidate for the development

of lightweight and high-performance MEMS smart

structures.

To investigate the performance of anti-symmetric
cross-ply ð0�=90�=0�=90�Þ HFRC substrate beam, the
frequency response for both passive and active con-
trol with respect to the amplitude of deflection of
cantilever smart beam at free end wðL; 0Þ are demon-
strated in Figure 15. It is noticed that the first mode
shows much higher peaks compared to the other
modes of natural frequency which is highly controlled
for the 0�=90�=0�=90� HFRC substrate beam over the
passive damping (gain¼ 0). The HFRC substrate
beam shows the improved damping characteristic
and the modes of natural frequency shifted slightly
towards the higher side of the frequency as compared
to the base composite substrate beam, this difference
increases for the higher modes of natural frequency.
To determine the performance of anti-symmetric
angle-ply ð�45�=45�=� 45�=45�Þ HFRC substrate
beam, the frequency response with respect to the
amplitude of deflection of cantilever smart beam at
the free end wðL; 0Þ are shown in Figure 16. It may be
observed that for the given gain the HFRC substrate
beam attenuates the amplitude of deflection signifi-
cantly as compared to base composite substrate
beam. For the gain of 2000, the second mode of nat-
ural frequency showing higher peaks; however, for
the effective control of higher mode, one can change
the value of gain. It is clear from Figure 16 that by
changing the value of gain from 2000 to 3000 the
higher modes are controlled significantly.

Figures 17 and 18 illustrate the voltage required to
control the different modes of the amplitude of deflec-
tion of cantilever 0�=90�=0�=90� and �45�=45�=�
45�=45� HFRC substrate beam at the free end. The
estimated value for the maximum control voltage
required for 0�=90�=0�=90� base composite beam is
87.71 V and 69.95 V for the HFRC beam, the differ-
ence between the two values is �20%, which shows

Figure 14. Comparison of 1–3 PZC with PZT-5H on the
uncontrolled amplitude of deflection of the 0�=90�=0� HFRC
smart beam.

Figure 15. Variation of amplitude of deflection with respect
to frequency response of 0�=90�=0�=90� HFRC substrate
beam.

Figure 16. Variation of amplitude of deflection with respect
to frequency response of �45�=45�=� 45�=45� HFRC sub-
strate beam.
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substantial improvement. Similarly, from Figure 18,

the estimated value for the maximum control voltage

required for �45�=45�=� 45�=45� base composite

beam is 182.2 V and 128.4 V for HFRC beam, the

difference between the two values is �30%. It is

noticed that the control voltage required for

�45�=45�=� 45�=45� ply is significantly high, this

due to the higher amplitude of deflection observed

in Figure 16.

Parametric analysis of 0�=90�=0� HFRC substrate

beam

Figure 19 illustrates the effect of change in the effec-

tive length of the constraining layer on the frequency

response with respect to the amplitude of deflection of

symmetric cross-ply HFRC beam (kd ¼ 2000). The

figure shows that the laminated HFRC beam attenu-

ates the amplitude of deflection significantly as the

effective length of the PZC patch ðLaÞ increased

from 60% to 80% of the beam length Lð Þ. When

the value of effective length changes from La ¼
0:6L to La ¼ 0:8L, the maximum value of the

amplitude of the first mode decreases from 2:1�
10�4 m to 1:24� 10�4 m, respectively for base com-

posite. Whereas for HFRC, the amplitude decreases

from 1:9� 10�4 m to 1:13� 10�4 m. This indicates

that for La ¼ 0:8L, the damping characteristics of

smart beam enhance approximately around 40% for

both base composite and HFRC beam. Whereas for

the second mode when the value of effective length

changes from La ¼ 0:6L to La ¼ 0:8L, the improve-

ment in the damping characteristic is �70% and

�60% for base composite and HFRC beam, respec-

tively. Although the percentage reduction for the

second mode in the case of HFRC beam is slightly

less compared to the base composite beam, the

Figure 18. Variation of the control voltage of �45�=45�=�
45�=45� HFRC substrate beam with frequency.

Figure 20. Effect of effective thickness of 1–3 PZC patch on
the amplitude of deflection of 0�=90�=0� HFRC smart beam
ðkd ¼ 2000Þ.

Figure 17. Variation of the control voltage of 0�=90�=0�=90�

HFRC substrate beam with frequency.

Figure 19. Effect of the effective length of 1–3 PZC patch on
the amplitude of deflection of 0�=90�=0� HFRC substrate beam
ðkd ¼ 2000Þ.
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laminated HFRC beam overall shows better damping
characteristics. From this, we can conclude that the

damping characteristic of the system can be improved
by increasing the effective length of piezoelectric com-
posite material.

The effect of the thickness of PZC patch on fre-
quency response for the amplitude of the deflection of
the smart beam is demonstrated in Figure 20. Here, it

can be noted that the HFRC substrate beam shows
improved damping characteristics as compared to the
base composite beam. By increasing the thickness of

PZC layer the amplitudes of first mode attenuates
approximately by �5% for both HFRC and base
composite beam; hence, the damping characteristics
improves significantly. Although for the second

mode, it may be seen from Figure 20 that by increas-
ing the effective thickness of PZC layer results in the
higher amplitudes, also a significant change in the
natural frequency of the beam. For base composite

substrate beam, the frequency shifted from 139 to 130

Hz and from 171 to 158 Hz for the HFRC substrate

beam when thickness changed from 0.001 to 0.002 m,

respectively. Figure 21 demonstrates the effect of

force on the frequency response for the amplitude

of the deflection of the cantilever HFRC smart

beam at the free end. Many times, these structures

are subjected to variable loading conditions, thus it

is important to understand the effect of force on the

frequency response for the amplitude of deflection

while designing the smart structure as a sensor and

actuator. Figure 21 illustrates higher amplitude (twice

as compared to the amplitude when force F¼ 2 N), as

the magnitude of force increases from 2 to 4 N and

shows the substantial reduction of the amplitude of

deflection with consideration of CNTs (vCNT ¼ 10%).

In actual practice, this variation might not be twice,

but it can be concluded that increase in the magnitude

of force will result in higher amplitudes.

Quantitative relative performance of HFRC

substrate beam

In this section, we present the quantitative analysis of

HFRC substrate beam for the various vCF and aspect

ratio (L/h) of the beam. The quantitative analysis is

important for selecting the optimum range of fibre in

the composite material and aspect ratio of the struc-

ture to achieve the maximum efficiency of the overall

structure. Figure 22 demonstrates the effective elastic-

coefficient enhancement factor of longitudinal elastic

constant C11ð Þ and transverse elastic constant C33ð Þ
with respect to the volume fraction of the carbon fibre

vCFð Þ. The effective elastic-properties enhancement

factor (EEEF) shows the percentage enhancement of

the effective elastic constants of the laminated HFRC
Figure 21. Effect of force on the amplitude of deflection of
0�=90�=0� HFRC substrate beam ðkd ¼ 2000Þ.

Figure 22. Variation of (a) EEEF of C11 (b) EEEF of C33 with vCF for 5% and 10% vCNT.
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as compared to the base composite and given by

EEEF ¼ CCNT � C0

C0
% (36)

where CCNT denotes the effective elastic-coefficient of

the HFRC substrate and C0 represent the effective
elastic-coefficient of the base composite.

It may be observed from Figure 22(a) that the EEEF
of C11 decreases as the vCF increases from 0:2 to 0:8
for the incorporation of 5% and 10% vCNT in the
NHCFEC substrate. For vCNT ¼ 5%; the EEEF of

C11 decreases from �57% to �15% and for vCNT ¼
10%, the EEEF of C11 decreases from �114%

to �31% as the vCF increases from 0:2 to 0:8, respec-
tively. For the longitudinal elastic constant ðC11Þ, a
linear curve is observed (see Figure 4) as the carbon

fibres and CNTs are oriented in the same direction.
As a result, the EEEF of C11 is maximum when vCF
is 0.2 and decreases as vCF increases. Thus, to achieve

the higher EEEF of C11, the vCF should be kept within

the range of 0:2 to 0:5. Whereas Figure 22(b) illustrates

that EEEF of transverse elastic constant C33ð Þ increases
significantly, as the vCF increases from 0:2 to 0:8 by

incorporating 5% and 10% vCNT in the HFRC sub-

strate beam. The EEEF of C33 increases from �6%

to �16% and �13% to �37% for vCNT ¼ 5%

and 10%, respectively, correspondingly to the value

of vCF ¼ 0:2 to 0:8. This is because the C33 coefficient

is matrix dependent and as the vCF increases the fibre

becomes more dominant. Thus, the EEEF of C33

increases with vCF. Therefore, to achieve the higher

EEEF of C33, optimum range of vCF should be kept

within 0:5 to 0:8.
To demonstrate the enhancement in the damping

characteristic of the HFRC laminated substrate

beam, a damping characteristic enhancement factor

(DCEF) is defined. This enhancement factor DCEF

shows the reduction in amplitudes of deflection in

terms of percentage of the HFRC substrate beam as

Figure 23. Variation of DCEF of (a) 0�=90�=0�, (b) 0�=90�=90�=0� and (c) �45�=45�=� 45�=45� for the first mode of the amplitude
of deflection at a gain ðkdÞ of 2000 and vCNT ¼ 5 and 10% with vCF.
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compared to the base composite beam and hence,
DCEF can be given by

DCEF ¼ A0 �ACNT

A0
% (37)

where A0 is the amplitude of deflection of base com-
posite beam and ACNT is the amplitude of deflection
of the HFRC beam.

Figure 23 illustrates the DCEF of various ply for
the first mode of amplitudes of deflection at
vCNT ¼ 5 and 10%. The results were obtained at
the value of gain kdð Þ¼ 2000 and it may be seen
from the Figure that a similar trend like Figure 22
(a) was observed as the vCF increases the DCEF
decreases. This is mainly because the carbon fibre
and CNTs are aligned in the first direction and thus
C11 of the composite has a major impact on the atten-
uation of vibrational amplitudes. It may also be
observed from Figure 23 that the significant enhance-
ment in the damping characteristics achieved by
incorporating 5% and 10% vCNT in the base

composite. The maximum value of DCEF in case of

symmetric and anti-symmetric cross-ply for

vCNT ¼ 5% and 10% was around �8% and 13%,

respectively at vCF ¼ 0:2 as shown in Figure 23(a)

and (b). Similarly, for anti-symmetric angle-ply (see

Figure 23(c)), the maximum value of the DCEF is

also observed at vCF ¼ 0:2 which is approx.

�6% and �10% for vCNT ¼ 5% and 10%, respec-

tively. This value of DCEF decreases as vCF increases
from 0.2 to 0.8 as shown in Figure 23. From these

results, we can conclude that the HFRC substrate

beam is very much effective at lower vCF. Also, it is

noticed that the attenuation in amplitudes of vibra-

tion obtained at higher vCF of the base composite

could be achievable with the HFRC at a much

lower vCF by considering a certain volume fraction

of CNTs.
The structural parameter such as mass, aspect ratio

(length, width and thickness) and stiffness affect the

natural frequency and vibrational amplitudes of the

system. The effect of length to thickness ratio (L/h)

on DCEF of the HFRC laminated beam for the first

Figure 24. Variation of DCEF with respect to the aspect ratio of the substrate beam for various ply type (a) 0�=90�=0�, (b)
0�=90�=90�=0� and (c) �45�=45�=� 45�=45� at a gain ðkdÞ of 2000 and vCNT ¼ 5 and 10%.
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mode of amplitudes of vibration is demonstrated in

Figure 24. It may be seen from figure that the DCEF

enhanced as the aspect ratio decreases and it is max-

imum at the L/h¼ 20. It was observed, as the aspect

ratio of the substrate decreases, the amplitudes of

vibration attenuate and the frequency of the overall

system improved. This is due to the inherent property

of CNTs. CNTs have excellent strength to weight

ratio, thus the stiffness of the HFRC substrate

enhanced significantly; therefore, the damping perfor-

mance of the laminated HFRC improved as com-

pared to the base composite.
The results demonstrated in Figures 4 to 24 clearly

show the significant enhancement in the damping

characteristics of the novel smart HFRC laminated

cantilever beam with consideration of CNTs. The

quantitative relative performance of HFRC and

base composite can be presented by defining two fac-

tors: (i) EEEF for the change in effective elastic prop-

erties and (ii) DCEF for the change in damping

characteristics, which are shown as a bar chart in

Figures 22 to 24. Based on these results, one can

determine the required response of smart structures

by varying different parameters such as length and

thickness of piezoelectric patch, applied force, angle

of composite ply, aspect ratio of the composite beam

and the volume fraction of fibre and nanofillers.

Conclusion

An investigation on the damping characteristics of the

HFRC laminated smart cantilever beam is performed.

The effect of CNTs on the damping characteristic of the

laminated HFRC smart beam is analyzed. First, using

the approach of mechanics of material, we developed a

two-three phase MOM model to evaluate the effective

elastic constants of base composite andHFRCby incor-

porating CNTs in the epoxy phase. Second, the FE

model is developed to study the active damping of sym-

metric and anti-symmetric cross-ply and anti-symmetric

angle-ply HFRC smart composite beam attached with

ACLD patch treatment. From the present investigation,

following main conclusions are carried out:

1. It is observed that due to consideration of the vCNT

the effective properties of the HFRC lamina

enhanced notably.
2. The damping characteristics of the novel HFRC

laminated beam considering the vCNT ¼ 10% for

both symmetric and anti-symmetric cross-ply are

improved when compared to the base composite

with vCNT ¼ 0%. This is mainly attributed to the

high stiffness of HFRC due to the incorporation of

CNTs. This implies that the HFRC is a suitable

candidate for developing a high-performance com-

posite structure.
3. It may be concluded from the control voltage

results that considerably low voltage is required

to control the amplitude of HFRC smart beam

as compared to the base composite beam.
4. Among the various ply, the performance of

ð0�=90�=0�Þ symmetric cross-ply is better consider-

ing both the passive and active damping.
5. The contribution of vertical actuation of ACLD

treatment constraining the layer of 1–3 PZC mate-

rial in the vibration damping is significantly higher

as compared to in-plane actuation.
6. The performance of tailor made 1–3 PZC is better

as compared to PZT-5H, making 1–3 PZC a suit-

able candidate for the development of the efficient

smart structure.
7. It may be concluded from the parametric analysis

that the effective length of 1–3 PZC layer is a more

sensitive parameter as compared to the effective

thickness of 1–3 PZC layer. Because comparatively

high enhancement in the damping characteristic of

HFRC is observed for the change in the effective

length of 1–3 PZC layer.
8. In the quantitative relative performance, we

defined two factors: (i) EEEF and (ii) DCEF to

analyse the enhanced performance of the laminat-

ed HFRC smart beam at various parameters. On

the basis of these factors, it is observed that the

same performance can be achieved with the

HFRC substrate beam with adequate amount of

CNTs at much lower range of vCF which was

obtained at the higher range of vCF in case of

base composite substrate beam.
9. From the quantitative analysis, optimum perfor-

mance of the laminated HFRC smart beam is

observed at a range of 0.2 to 0.5 vCF.
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